Another "My Isn't that Interesting" Story
Swan Lake Nature Narratives
Hi Everyone,
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Here is another instalment of the “My, isn’t that interesting” genre.

They are based on the rule of a wise park naturalist who taught my young
students that nature scientists do not get grossed out and scream yech or
ugh when they see something mildly gross like a slimy slug, or even when
they see something a little more disturbing like the eyeball falling out of a
decaying salmon carcass that was being dissected! Instead of getting
squeamish they are to scratch their chins or stroke their beards calmly, like a
scraggly bearded David Suzuki, while they contemplate the significance of
what they are observing, and say, “Myyyyyy. Isn’t that interesting?”

My students did very well after being told that, but I must admit many would
only peak through the fingers covering their eyes when it got to be a little
too much, which was a good strategy when young scientist are feeling faint
or uncomfortable. With that warning about the graphic content of this story,
which may not be suitable for young unprepared children, please join me in
another educational walk around Swan Lake if you so desire.

Did you know there is a difference between
meteorological spring and astronomical spring?
I always thought of spring as falling on the vernal
equinox, which this year is on March 20th. But
meteorologists consider spring to be the months of
March, April, and May. The first interesting thing
I noticed about our meteorological spring was
that the Indian Plums were in blossom. They are
usually the very first blooming plant in the forests
around here.
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Their five lobed tiny

Not far along the path I

and Ben, his assistant,

flowers are a welcome

ran into Jay, Swan

working on clearing out

sight to our overwintering

Lake’s Site Manager,

invasive species like

hummingbirds and winter

Himalayan Blackberry

weary lake walkers alike.

and English Ivy.

They will eventually
produce a small, plum like

They were being helped

fruit that was traditionally

by Swan Lake volunteers

eaten by local indigenous

known as the Tuesday

people.

Crew.

Each week members of the group such as Nancy
help Jay and Ben provide stewardship of Swan
Lake's native habitat by removing invasive species
like this very toxic Tansy Ragwort.
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Nancy uses a “Weed

The Daphne is also a

Wrench” to lever a

noxious plant that is toxic

Daphne Laurel out of wet

to animals and children so

soil. It is another invasive

Nancy is happy to be able

species that out

to get it out roots and all.

competes native plants

What an interesting way to

by turning the soil around

volunteer.

it acidic and by shading

Good job Tuesday Crew!
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As I approached the
floating boardwalk I
noticed this Bald Eagle
land in a high
Cottonwood tree with
something in his talons
that was unmoving and

out other plants.

quite dead.
The last time I had seen
anything like this, it was
right after an eagle had
plucked the feathers out of
a duck.

My, isn’t that interesting?
I noticed this fellow started
doing the same thing as
there were feathery looking bits, like this one in his beak, flying everywhere.
I soon realized they weren’t feathers flying but rather bits of fur.
This is getting more interesting by the minute.
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Sometimes the fur came

With the fur gone the

Then he started

off in little bits that did

eagle got down to his

stripping off long

look like feathers but

meal. At fist there were

pieces of muscle and

other times large pieces

small tidbits that were

sinew

of skin and fur were

quite red, I think perhaps

pulled free. It became

nutritious organs like the

apparent the eagle liked

heart went first.

to clean his catch
before devouring it.
The eagle was really
quite dexterous with its
long pointed bill. I knew
the hooked bill was good
for tearing and shredding
but you could see him
maneuver his prey around
to get at the parts he
wanted to separate from
the carcass.

As he worked hard at his
task you could see his
beak was getting dirty
and there were even bits
of fur getting stuck to his
white head feathers.
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He kept at it without

Before you knew it the

This was really interesting

pause, disassembling the

meal was over and the

to watch. He used

carcass efficiently and

carcass was discarded.

branches and twigs to

eating his rewards

Now the eagle had to

scrap and clean.

quickly.

deal with the bits of fur
and blood stuck to his
beak.

Within a couple of minutes his beak began
to shine again.

When he was done he settled his feathers so he
was looking great and feeling full and content.
He flew off to a quieter perch for a well
deserved nap.
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From the time I saw him land until he flew away
was about twenty minutes. After examining the
bits of fur on the trail under the tree I would guess
rabbit had been on the menu this day.

My, isn’t that interesting to see the
strategies and techniques this apex predator
uses to devour its prey!

While eagles eating rabbits
isn’t usually a sign of spring,
it does happen more at
times of the year when the
salmon runs are not
happening like now.

And just in case you weren’t
sure meteorological spring
was a real thing, this male
Red-winged Backbird calling
out for a mate at the other
end of the boardwalk was
more proof, that a very
interesting spring is blooming
at Swan Lake.

Take care, Lenny
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